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ecosystem design
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The HEKATE mission
–Connect PhDs/postdocs with industrial innovators
to teach and show how industry turns ideas into
products and services
–Enable industrial innovators to inspire STEM
postgraduates to start careers involving innovation
–Pilot workshop concepts to train postgrads,
postdocs in intra/entrepreneurship, innovation
–Offer these as examples for HEIs to explore
–Create a platform for connecting with industry
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HEKATE partners and funding
– Partners
• INDUSTRY - EIRMA, individuals, SMEs, multinationals, VCs
• ACADEMIA – UNIMAN = Manchester University Business School’s
Institute of Innovation Research; TUHH = Hamburg University of
Technology’s Institute for Marketing and Innovation
• TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER – TuTech Innovation (co-ordinator)

– Funding
• Part of EC’s University–Business Cooperation initiative,
“Fostering entrepreneurial skills and attitudes, by
promoting transversal skills through the inclusion of
entrepreneurship education throughout HE programmes”
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The HEKATE ethos
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The HEKATE approach – common principles
– Training from idea to pitch
– Mixed teaching and learning principles and methods
• Action learning and experiential learning - pitching, role-playing,
solving real problems, guest speakers
• Peer learning - group work, discussions, feedback
• Personalised learning - application to own research and work fields
• Industrial input to workshop design – through EIRMA
– Team building
• Mixed groups of early-stage researchers and industry practitioners
with strong technical backgrounds
• Tandem working
– Training approach
• Teaching, coaching, role models, case studies
• Flexibility to match style of industrial contribution
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UNIMAN workshops – two pilots of 24 students each
–Student mix
• Mainly from UNIMAN, plus 4 from Switzerland and Germany
• Balance of genders and backgrounds
• ~ 50% PhD students, ~ 50% postdocs with ~ 2 years’ experience

–Other workshop participants
•
•
•
•

Local technology entrepreneurs
University scientists working at start-ups
An early-mid career industry manager
Senior managers from EIRMA companies

–Nature of the assignment
• Understand the Enterprising Scientist concept
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UNIMAN – Enterprising Scientist workshop
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TUHH workshops – two pilots of 24 students each
– Student mix
• PhD students from Hamburg region, Germany, UK, Finland and
Tunisia
–Other workshop participants
• Young industrial R&D professionals
• Self-employed professionals
• Experienced managers, marketing managers, innovation
managers
• Experienced CEOs
– Nature of the assignment
• Teaching entrepreneurial thinking, using experiential learning
• Developing a project from initial idea to funding pitch
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TUHH workshops – turning ideas into opportunities
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TUHH workshops – learning by pitching
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TUHH workshops – contributors
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What students liked about the workshops
–Multi-perspective approach
–European, multicultural dimension
–The workshop-based, learning-by-doing format
• “My idea didn't go forward, but I developed the context
to progress other ideas” – PhD student,TUHH course
–Hearing from, and interacting directly, with entrepreneurs
• “If you can use real examples, that really motivates
students” – PhD student on MBS and TUHH courses
–Access to EIRMA members’ experience
–Access to people from variety of industrial backgrounds
–Ability – in two cases – to attend both styles of workshop
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Industry feedback
–“The workshop is a much-needed energy boost
for budding entrepreneurs, so well done. I am a
believer in 'seeing is believing' and to immerse
oneself in environments where innovation
happens” - Local entrepreneur
–“One of our agenda items at EIRMA’s recent
programme committee meeting was how to
interact with Millennials and their new
approaches to work” - Industry contributor
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Education participants’ insights
– Challenges
• Effort of building tandem teams
• Making time:
– for academics to develop and deliver courses
– for students to attend
– in curriculum timetables
– for industrialists to contribute to courses
• Competition for attention from other learning activities
– Recommendations
• Mentor people, to demonstrate that projects can become real
• Add business model innovation workshops for second- or thirdyear undergraduates - as a lead-in
• Introduce entrepreneurship training earlier in the curriculum
• Create geographically appropriate solutions
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Could HEKATE approach work for Masters students?

• Yes - key qualification is students’ interest!
• STEM/PhD only? Not necessarily…
• HEKATE selected candidates at PhD level, may
have to do so more strictly at Masters level
• Tap ATTRACT projects for academic entrepreneur,
start-up, SME, industry innovation insights - and
possibly as ‘student’ participants
• Peer to peer aspect could involve PhDs
• Need more resources, e.g. to create tandems
• May be challenging to sustain industrial participation
• So build that innovation ecosystem
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HEKATE project takeaways
– Academia and industry need a shared understanding of innovation
• HEKATE provided a platform for exchange
• HEKATE introduced students to innovation approaches beyond ‘startup mania’ – such as intrapraneurship
– All partners need to get, as well as give, during participation
• Industry has to show a return e.g. by through access to potential
employees/collaborators, insights into Millennials’ thinking, opening
up academic networks, creating synergies
– Sourcing industrial participants
• Recruiting industrial speakers takes time, and commitment has limits
• HEIs need the support of both individuals and their companies
– To get this, HEIs need to build strong and trusting relationships
with companies, R&D groups, and HR departments
• Retired senior managers can be a valuable resource
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HEKATE project takeaways - 2
– Workshop approach
• Be flexible, to enable learning from available industrial resources
• Implementing the tandem approach is worth the effort involved
• Storytelling is key:
“Universities give tools and knowledge, but storytelling can
convey wisdom”
– Be practical
• HEIs need to pay speakers’ travel and accommodation costs, and
should pay fees for those who bring a combination of industrial
experience, entrepreneurial spirit and excellent teaching skills
• Developing learning materials with industry takes skill.
knowledge, and experience of business practices and complexity
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Plans for the future
–Evolutions
• Learnings from the HEKATE project are now in regular use at
TUHH
• EIRMA is creating a platform through which industry
professionals can register as possible participants/mentors in
similar training

–Resources
• HEKATE site – documents, follow-up http://hekate.tutech.eu
• EIRMA site – http://www.eirma.org
• The EIRMA Practitioner’s Guide to Industrial Innovation http://www.eirma.org/practitioners-guide-industrial-innovation
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